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Flat-packed noodles create more sustainable packaging, transportation and storage. People love pasta for its shapes — from tubes of penne and rigatoni to spirals of fusilli and rotini. But what makes ...
Flat Pasta Developed That Morphs Into Shape When Cooked
This conceptual paper explores the theoretical possibilities of posthumanism and presents ecologies of repair as a heuristic device to explore the association modes of different entities, which, when ...
Ecologies of Repair: A Post-human Approach to Other-Than-Human Natures.
Structural color based on Fabry–Perot (F-P) cavity enables a wide color gamut with high resolution at submicroscopic scale by varying its geometrical parameters. The ability to design such parameters ...
Accurate inverse design of Fabry–Perot-cavity-based color filters far beyond sRGB via a bidirectional artificial neural network
The seismic shift that coronavirus catalysed across every facet of life - including where and how we choose to live - has had profound implications for the property developer.
The rise of conscious design | When great destruction leads to an improved way of living
Design thinking enhances customer-centricity in products and process innovation. But it is not enough. More holistic system design methods are needed, with all parts of the business involved in the ...
System Design: Design Thinking 2.0
Psychiatric disorders can affect and are even conditioned on our ability to successfully and enjoyably interact with other people. Conversely, facing difficulties in social relations or being socially ...
Editorial: Social Interaction in Neuropsychiatry
A panel of experts on Thursday said those companies that listen, engage and show patience and flexibility with their workers will likely pull ahead in retaining and enhancing company culture and ...
The next normal? Experts discuss the future of work in Louisville and beyond
Blockchain is one of the most popular emerging technologies today. Creating a blockchain merely for the sake of using a new tech trend leads to failures. Most failures stem from an organization’s ...
Strategic Design in Blockchain: A Primer
People love pasta for its shapes—from tubes of penne and rigatoni to spirals of fusilli and rotini. But what makes farfalle different from conchiglie also makes the staple a bear to package, requiring ...
Researchers develop pasta that morphs into shape when cooked
Square-Foot, Three-Level Experience Presents One of the Largest Collections of Luxury Home Furnishings in the World with a Dramatic Rooftop Restaurant & Park, Wine ...
RH Unveils RH Dallas, The Gallery on Knox Street
Taking two formally separate external components (exteriors walls and glazing) and redefining them as parts of the 'total facade', NCC 2019 Section J acknowledges the importance of window coverings in ...
Opening the blinds on Section J and Beyond
Architecture news, competitions and projects updated every hour for the architecture professional ...
Architecture News
The automation tools we call digital associates were one of the digital superheroes of the pandemic, as conversational tools picked up the slack in handling volumes of interactions when human ...
Getting chatbot fatigue? Then upgrade to digital associates...
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 6, 2021, 4:45 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood afternoon, and welcome to HCI Group's First Quarter ...
HCI Group Inc (HCI) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Each of your organizations is important and has an enduring role in Winter Park. How is your specific organization special within the realm of Winter Park? Sam Stark: Since 1885, the growth of Winter ...
The Business of Winter Park - Executive Insights
Offering enhanced security and personalised access control, Nortek Control has launched its new Linear BT135-W Access Control Reader and Linear BT125-W Access Control Reader.The new ...
Nortek Control unveils Linear BT135-W and BT125-W Access Control Readers to enhance security and offer intelligent access control
When virtual reality first became a mainstream technology a few years ago, most people thought of it as an advancement in gaming. VR had long been looked ...
4 Reasons VR Has Room to Grow in Gaming
Bennett Oghifo Hyundai Motor Company triumphed at the world-renowned International Forum (iF) Design Award 2021 this week with 14 awards for design excellence, including iF’s top Gold award for ...
Hyundai Motor Sweeps iF Design Award 2021
A bipartisan group of 50 Senators, led by Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI), introduced the Creating Opportunities Now for Necessary and Effective Care Technologies (CONNECT) for Health Act of 2021, wh ...
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